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Abstract— The sum-of-correlations (SUMCOR) formulation
of generalized canonical correlation analysis (GCCA) seeks
highly correlated low-dimensional representations of different
views via maximizing pairwise latent similarity of the views.
SUMCOR is considered arguably the most natural extension
of classical two-view CCA to the multiview case, and thus has
numerous applications in signal processing and data analytics.
Recent work has proposed effective algorithms for handling the
SUMCOR problem at very large scale. However, the existing
scalable algorithms cannot incorporate structural regularization
and prior information – which are critical for good performance
in real-world applications. In this work, we propose a new
computational framework for large-scale SUMCOR GCCA that
can easily incorporate a suite of structural regularizers which are
frequently used in data analytics. The updates of the proposed
algorithm are lightweight and the memory complexity is also low.
In addition, the proposed algorithm can be readily implemented
in a parallel fashion. We show that the proposed algorithm con-
verges to a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point of the regularized
SUMCOR problem. Judiciously designed simulations and real-
data experiments are employed to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm.
Index Terms— Canonical correlation analysis (CCA), mul-
tiview CCA, SUMCOR, scalability, feature selection, cross-
modality retrival
I. INTRODUCTION
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is an important tool
in statistics [1], [2], [3]. Classical CCA aims at extracting
common low-dimensional structure of the same set of entities
measured in two different high-dimensional feature spaces,
e.g., image and text representations of a person. The high-
dimensional representations in different feature spaces are
often referred to as ‘views’ or ‘modalities’ of the entities.
CCA can be considered as a multiview generalization of
principal component analysis (PCA) that handles a single view.
Unlike PCA of the concatenated views, CCA intrinsically
ignores strong components in the views which are irrelevant
to the common latent structure – this also means that CCA is
naturally robust to gross outliers in any single view.
CCA/GCCA has an impressive array of applications in data
mining and machine learning, including clustering [4], regres-
sion [5], outlier detection [6], natural language processing and
word embedding [7], [8], [9], speech processing [10], heath
care data analytics [11], genetics [12], [13], [14] and many
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more. Despite its long history and pervasive applications, CCA
still poses computational challenges that are intriguing from an
optimization point of view – especially when the dimensions
of the feature spaces and the amount of data get large. The
classical CCA which considers the two-view case is optimally
solvable via generalized eigen-decomposition [15], [16], [17],
[18]. However, when the number of views is larger than
two, most formulations of multimodal CCA [also known as
generalized CCA (GCCA)] are not polynomial time solvable,
and thus require effective approximation algorithms [19], [8].
Even worse, both CCA and GCCA have serious scalability
problems. In the eigen-decompostion based solution of CCA,
a whitening step is often needed for stably computing the
generalized eigen-decomposition, which takes the square root
decomposition of the auto-correlation matrices of the views
and inverts them. This whitening step costs a large amount
of memory and flops (e.g., for a case with 100,000 features
and 100,000 samples, the whitening step consumes 75 GB
memory and 1015 flops), which makes it very hard to push
these methods forward to handle big data. In recent years, the
machine learning and signal processing communities have both
noticed the scalability issues of CCA. Several publications
address these issues, but mostly for the two-view case [15],
[16], [17], [18], [20], [21]. Essentially, these methods all
follow the seminal work of Golub et al. in the 1990s [22]
to tackle the large-scale CCA problem using alternating least
squares. By interpreting the process as an inexact orthogonal
iteration algorithm (which is a generalization of the power
iterations), one can show these algorithm converge to the
desired solution.
The algorithms and analyses in [15], [16], [17], [18], [20]
for the two-view case are nice and insightful, but handling
the multiview case is much more challenging, since the
optimization problems are very different – e.g., the two-view
case is solvable but many of its multiview extensions like
sum-of-correlations (SUMCOR) GCCA are NP-hard. Very
recently, Fu et al. [23] proposed an efficient way to handle the
SUMCOR problem, which is the first large-scale SUMCOR
algorithm that scales up to truly large views. Fu et al. [7]
have also considered another popular formulation of GCCA,
namely, the MAX-VAR GCCA [24], [10], [11] and proposed
highly scalable algorithms for it in [7].
The prior work in [23] opens a door for handling big mul-
tiview data using SUMCOR GCCA – which is arguably the
most natural extension of classical two-view CCA. However,
there are still many challenges remaining. The most impor-
tant open problem after [23] is how to incorporate structure
promoting regularization on the canonical correlation com-
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2ponents in big multiview analysis. Note that taking structure
promoting terms into consideration is of great interest to data
analytics since it is one of the most straightforward ways of
incorporating prior information. For example, in genetics [12],
[13], sparse GCCA has been used extensively. Sparse GCCA
imposes sparsity on the canonical correlation components (the
dimensionality-reducing matrices for the different views), so
that many irrelevant features of the views can be ignored when
learning the correlated representations. For perfect modeling
and noiseless data, this would not be necessary – but in
practice sparsity helps substantially since real world modeling
is never perfect and the data is usually quite noisy. Sparsity
might be the most popular structure that is considered in the
literature [12]; other types of structure such as nonnegativity
and smoothness have also been used in different applications to
produce desired latent representations. Notice that in terms of
computations, the extension from ‘plain GCCA’ to structured
GCCA is usually non-trivial, since the latter usually involves
extra and nonsmooth terms (e.g., the sparsity-promoting terms)
in its cost function. In fact, the work in [23] cannot be
modified to cover the structured case, and thus the design of
the algorithm needs to be completely reconsidered. We also
note that there have been many works considering structured
CCA/GCCA [25], [26], [13], [27], [28], but these algorithms
were not designed for big data, and thus are not scalable.
Contributions In this work, we consider the structured SUM-
COR GCCA problem in a big data setting. We propose an
algorithmic framework that can easily handle a variety of
structure promoting terms while computing canonical com-
ponents of multiple big views. Our detailed contributions are
as follows:
• A Penalty-Dual Decomposition Based Algorithmic
Framework for Structured SUMCOR. We propose to em-
ploy a penalty-dual decomposition (PDD) technique [29] to
‘split’ the effort of tackling the already very hard manifold
constraints of SUMCOR and the newly added regularizers.
Our approach has an array of desired features. First, the
algorithm admits lightweight updates leveraging data sparsity.
Second, a variety of regularizers that are frequently used in
data analytics, such as sparsity, group sparsity, elastic net,
smoothness, and nonnegativity can be easily handled by our
new framework. Third, the updates can be naturally distributed
to different computational agents with limited communication
overhead, which can further reduce the overall runtime.
• Rigorous Convergence Analysis. Since the structured
SUMCOR formulation can involve a nonsmooth objective,
and the manifold constraints are nonconvex, convergence of
primal-dual algorithms applied to this problem is unclear. In
this work, we apply the analytical tools of PDD to provide
convergence guarantees. Specifically, we first show that a
regularity condition (namely, Robinson’s condition) is satisfied
by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) points of the structured
SUMCOR problem. Note that verifying Robinson’s condition
is in general hard, but fortunately the special problem structure
of SUMCOR allows us to do this. Following this stepping
stone, we further show that the PDD updates can ensure that
the algorithm reaches a KKT point.
• Extensive Simulations and Real Experiment. We employ
a set of judiciously designed simulations to showcase the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm under a large-scale
scenario. In addition, we also apply the proposed algorithm
to a large-scale cross-modality retrieval problem that involves
more than twenty languages as the different views. Validation
results show that the proposed algorithmic framework exhibits
very promising performance
A preliminary version of part of this work has been sub-
mitted to ICASSP 2018. The ICASSP version [30] contains
the basic algorithmic framework and part of the simulations.
This journal version additionally includes the detailed conver-
gence proof, more large-scale simulations, and the real-data
experiment.
II. BACKGROUND
A. CCA and GCCA
Let us consider a two-view data set, where Y1 ∈ RL×M1
and Y2 ∈ RL×M2 are the two views – i.e., Y1(`, :) ∈
R1×M1 and Y2(`, :) ∈ R1×M2 are two high-dimensional
representations of the entity ` in two different feature spaces
(e.g., speech and image of a person). Let us assume that
Xi = (1/
√
L)(Yi − 1dTi ) is the scaled and centered version
of the ith view, where dTi = (1/L)
∑L
`=1 Y (`, :) is the sample
mean of the ith view.
The classical two-view CCA can be expressed in the fol-
lowing optimization form [17], [22], [20], [31]:
max
Q1,Q2
Tr
(
QT1X
T
1 X2Q2
)
(1a)
s.t. QTi X
T
i XiQi = IK , i = 1, 2, (1b)
where IK denotes a K × K identity matrix, Qi ∈ RMi×K
denotes a dimensionality-reducing matrix of view i, K is the
number of canonical components that we seek. Maximizing
Tr(QT1X
T
1 X2Q2) subject to the normalization constraints in
(1b) is equivalent to maximizing the cross-correlation between
the reduced-dimension views G1 =X1Q1 and G2 =X2Q2.
When there are more than two views, extensions of (1)
are usually referred to as generalized canonical correlation
analysis (GCCA) (or, occasionally, multi-set CCA). GCCA
can employ various objective functions. The most natural
extension of the two-view CCA is arguably the so-called sum-
of-correlations (SUMCOR) GCCA [32], [2], [33], [34], [3],
[31], [19], which aims at solving the following problem:
max
{Qi}Ii=1
I∑
i=1
I∑
j 6=i
Tr
(
QTi X
T
i XjQj
)
s.t. QTi X
T
i XiQi = IK , i = 1, . . . , I.
(2)
SUMCOR looks for common structure in multiple views via
enforcing pairwise similarities between the reduced-dimension
views, i.e., XiQi’s. Unlike the two-view CCA whose optimal
solution amounts to an eigen-decomposition, SUMCOR is NP-
hard [19], [33]. In this work, our major interest lies in handling
SUMCOR GCCA and its variants. Note that SUMCOR is not
the only GCCA formulation. Many other formulations such as
MAX-VAR and SUQUAR exist; see [3], [2].
3B. Structured GCCA
In many applications, plain GCCA/CCA is not enough to
produce satisfactory results in terms of learning meaningful
and interpretable latent representations. This is because there
is always noise and model mismatches when dealing with real-
world data. In those cases, effectively using any available prior
information on the canonical components becomes crucial.
This leads to a so-called structured GCCA formulation
min
{Qi}Ii=1
−
I∑
i=1
I∑
j 6=i
Tr
(
QTi X
T
i XjQj
)
+
I∑
i=1
λiri(Qi)
s.t. QTi X
T
i XiQi = IK , i = 1, . . . , I,
(3)
where the regularization terms reflect prior knowledge, in-
terpreted as coming from a prior distribution in a Bayesian
setting. Several structural regularizations are of particular
interest. For example,
ri(Qi) = ‖Qi‖1 (4)
has been frequently used in the literature for feature selection.
Zeros in Qi will null columns in Xi when forming XiQi.
This can effectively suppress irrelevant features. It can also
be used for identifying highly relevant features from multiple
views – which is a very important application of GCCA
in genetics [12], [13], [14]. Another very popular feature
selection regularizer is
ri(Qi) = ‖Qi‖2,1, (5)
which promotes zero rows in Qi. This would lead to a
dimension-reducing matrix Qi that selects the same columns
in Xi to produce XiQi. Fig. 1 gives an illustration of the
effect of group-sparsity in Qi: the zero rows of Qi exclude
the irrelevant features (columns) in Xi when producing the
latent representations.
In addition, elastic net regularizers like
ri(Qi) = ‖Qi‖1 + ‖Qi‖2F , ri(Qi) = ‖Qi‖2,1 + ‖Qi‖2F (6)
are also considered [21], since the Frobenius norm can help
improve the numerical stability in some cases where badly
conditioned subproblems are encountered during the optimiza-
tion process. There are many other constraints that might
be of interest to practitioners in different domains such as
nonnegativity and smoothness of Qi [13]. In the current work,
the proposed approach can handle all the aforementioned
regularizers as well as any other regularizing function with
a tractable proximal operator.
C. Challenges and Prior Art
The SUMCOR GCCA problem in (2) is NP-hard [19],
[33], but effective approximations exist. For example, the
algorithm in [19] proposed to handle (2) as follows: first, let
Zi = (X
T
i Xi)
1/2Qi. Then, Problem (2) can be written as
min
{Zi}
I∑
i=1
I∑
j 6=i
Tr
(
ZTi (X
T
i Xi)
−1/2XTi Xj(X
T
j Xj)
−1/2Zj
)
(7a)
s.t. ZTi Zi = IK . (7b)
Fig. 1: Illustration of group-sparsity structured CCA.
Then, an alternating optimization algorithm is proposed to
solve the above w.r.t. Zi when fixing Zj’s – which amounts
to SVD of
Fi =
I∑
j=1,j 6=i
(XTi Xi)
−1/2XTi Xj(X
T
j Xj)
−1/2Zj .
The algorithm works fairly well as observed in [23] – but
only for small-scale cases where both L,Mi ≤ 10, 000.
The difficulty in computations lies in the term (XTj Xj)
−1/2,
which is a dense Mi×Mi matrix even when Xi is sparse – if
Mi = 10, 000, this matrix costs 75 GB memory when double
precision is employed. In addition, computing the inverse of
(XiXi)
1/2 consumes O(1012) flops, which is also too costly.
When structured GCCA is considered, the work in [32] takes a
similar approach using the same change of variables to handle
the problem, which is, again, not scalable.
To overcome the issues in large-scale GCCA computations,
Fu et al. [8] proposed another framework for alternating
optimization. The idea is to make use of the following change
of variables:
XiQi = Gi ⇔ Qi = (XTi Xi)−1XTi Gi, Gi ∈ R(Xi),
(8)
where R(·) denotes the range space of a matrix and rewrite
the SUMCOR GCCA problem as:
min
{Gi}
I∑
i=1
I∑
j 6=i
Tr
(
GTi Xi(X
T
i Xi)
−1XTi Xj(X
T
j Xj)
−1XTj Gj
)
(9a)
s.t. GTi Gi = IK , Gi ∈ R(Xi). (9b)
Then, alternating optimization is applied to Gi for i =
1, . . . , I . Every block is solved by applying SVD to
Hi =Xi(X
T
i Xi)
−1XTi
I∑
j=1,j 6=i
Xj(X
T
j Xj)
−1XTj Gj .
Note that Hi can be constructed much more easily compared
to Fi: the most difficult part (XTj Xj)
−1XTj Gj can be
obtained by any iterative least squares (LS) algorithm such
as conjugate gradient [35]. The total memory cost is O(LK)
and the computational cost is in the order of O(nnz(Xi)K),
4where nnz stands for the number of non-zero elements of
an array. The work in [8] successfully scaled SUMCOR up
to handle views of size 100, 000 × 100, 000. However, the
whole framework relies on (8), which only holds when the
plain SUMCOR problem in (2) is considered. If one considers
a structured SUMCOR problem with a regularization term
ri(Qi), the framework in [8] cannot be applied. However,
structured large-scale GCCA is very much desired in practice.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we address the challenges for large-scale
structured GCCA. Specifically, we will propose an algorithmic
framework that is able to handle huge-scale multiview data
under a variety of structural regularizations on the canonical
components – with affordable memory and computational
costs. The proposed framework can also easily facilitate par-
allel computations with limited communication overhead.
A. First Attempt: ADMM
To begin with, let us consider the alternative formulation of
structured GCCA:
min
{Qi}Ii=1
I∑
i=1
I∑
j>i
1
2
‖XiQi −XjQj‖2F +
I∑
i=1
λiri(Qi)
s.t. QTi X
T
i XiQi = IK , i = 1, . . . , I.
(10)
Note that if one expands the first term in the objective and
discard the constants, the formulation in (3) is recovered. To
proceed, we introduce some slack variables to re-write the
above as
min
{Qi,Gi}Ii=1
I∑
i=1
I∑
j>i
1
2
‖XiQi −Gj‖2F +
I∑
i=1
λiri(Qi) (11a)
s.t. Gi =XiQi, ∀i, (11b)
GTi Gi = IK , ∀i, (11c)
where Gi ∈ RL×K is a thin matrix. This way, we have not
changed the optimization problem, but have managed to split
the challenge into easier pieces using different variables, as
will be seen shortly. To deal with Problem (11), we propose
to employ a primal-dual approach. Specifically, we consider
the augmented Lagrangian of Problem (11), which is
L ({Qi,Gi,Yi}Ii=1)
=
I∑
i=1
I∑
j>i
1
2
‖XiQi −Gj‖2F +
I∑
i=1
λiri(Qi)
+
ρ
2
I∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥XiQi −Gi + 1ρYi
∥∥∥∥2
F
,
(12)
where Yi is the dual variable associated with the equality
constraint XiQi = Gi. To find Gi and Qi, a natural thought
would be to invoke the alternating direction method of mul-
tipliers (ADMM), which handles L ({Qi,Gi,Yi}Ii=1) w.r.t.
{Qi}i, {Gi}i and {Yi}i in a cyclical manner. Specifically, a
standard ADMM algorithm updates the variables as follows
Qi ← argmin
Qi
I∑
j=1,j 6=i
1
2
‖XiQi −Gj‖2F + λiri(Qi)
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥∥XiQi −Gi + 1ρYi
∥∥∥∥2
F
(13a)
Gi ← arg min
GTi Gi=IK
I∑
j=1,j 6=i
1
2
‖XjQj −Gi‖2F
+
ρ
2
∥∥∥∥XiQi −Gi + 1ρYi
∥∥∥∥2
F
(13b)
Yi ← Yi + ρ(XiQi −Gi). (13c)
Note that the updates in (13) are already a very appealing
for large-scale GCCA. First, the subproblem w.r.t. Qi is a
regularized least squares problem, which can be solved using
various lightweight algorithms such as the fast iterative soft
thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [36] and proximal gradient
(PG) [37]. Specifically, if PG is employed, then Qi is updated
by the following subroutine:
Qi ← argmin
Qi
∥∥∥Qi − (Qˆi − α∇f(Qˆi))∥∥∥2
F
+ λiri(Qi),
(14)
where Qˆi is the previous iterate of Qi, and
∇f(Qˆi) =
I∑
j=1,j 6=i
(XTi XiQi −XTi Gj)
+ ρ(XTi XiQi −XTi (Gi − 1/ρYi))
is the gradient of the smooth part of the cost function in (13a).
One can see that, to implement PG, a complexity order of
O(nnz(Xi)K) flops per iteration is the cost to compute the
gradient, since the multiplications such as XTi Gi, XiQi and
XTi (XiQi) all consume O(nnz(Xi)K) flops. This is very
lightweight when the views are sparse (recall that K is the
number of canonical components, which is usually very small
compared to L and Mi).
Second, the subproblem in (13b) can be solved by economy-
size SVD. To be specific, an optimal solution to Problem (13b)
is
UiΣiV
T
i ← svd
∑
j 6=i
XjQj + ρXiQi + Yi,
′ econ′
 ,
(15a)
Gi ← UiV Ti , (15b)
where Ui ∈ RL×K , Σi ∈ RK×K and Vi ∈ RK×K and
svd(·,′ econ′) denotes the economy-size SVD, which only
needs O(LK2) flops to carry out.
Third, the update of Yi also costs very few flops since XiQi
has already been computed and only additions of thin matrices
are left.
Note that solving all the subproblems cost O(LK) in
terms of memory – which is very cheap. Finally, the ADMM
structure is very friendly for parallel computing; i.e., Qi and
Gi for i = 1, . . . , I can be updated simultaneously by different
5computing agents. What needs to be exchanged among the
agents is the Gi and Yi, which are thin matrices of size L×K,
and thus do not cost much communication overhead.
The ADMM algorithm looks very promising in terms of
accommodating large-scale views, but there is a caveat: the
structured SUMCOR problem is a nonconvex optimization
with a manifold constraint. Therefore, the standard ADMM
does not necessarily converge. Note that the risk of divergence
is not desired – especially in the large-scale case where every
iteration may cost a considerable amount of effort. This raises
a natural question: is there a way to keep the nice computa-
tional advantages of ADMM while ensuring convergence to
a stationary or KKT point? We will show that, with delicate
design and the employment of adaptive step size ρ, the answer
is thankfully affirmative.
B. Penalty-Dual Decomposition (PDD)
To fix the issues with ADMM, we propose to employ the
so-called penalty-dual decomposition (PDD) framework [29],
[38] for solving the structured SUMCOR problem in (12). The
PDD consists of similar updates as those in ADMM, but with
different ordering and an adaptive ρ. This way, the per-iteration
complexity of ADMM is not increased and most advantages
are kept, while the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the
set of KKT points.
The PDD framework is presented in Algorithm (1). The
PDD algorithm consists of two parts. The first part is a sub-
solver that handles the augmented Lagrangian w.r.t. {Qi} and
{Gi} when Yi’s are fixed. The parameter (r) is for specifying
the accuracy of the solution at iteration r – and the definition
of accuracy will be specified shortly.
The sub-solver is a solver for the following problem:
min
{Qi,Gi}
I∑
i=1
I∑
j>i
1
2
‖XiQi −Gj‖2F +
I∑
i=1
λiri(Qi)
+
ρ(r)
2
I∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥XiQi −Gi + 1ρ(r)Y (r)i
∥∥∥∥2
F
s.t. GTi Gi = IK , ∀i.
(16)
Note that the solver need not solve the above to optimality.
Every call of the sub-solver only requires that Qi and
Gi converge to a neighborhood of a KKT point of (16),
roughly speaking, where the ‘diameter’ of the neighborhood
is specified by (r).
One easily implementable solver for (16) is the so-called
inexact alternating optimization. Specifically, one may employ
the following updates alternately between {Qi} and {Gi}:
Q+i ← argmin
Qi
∥∥∥Qi − (Qˆi − α∇f(Qˆi))∥∥∥2
F
+ λiri(Qi),
(17a)
G+i ← arg min
GTi Gi=IK
J∑
j=1,j 6=i
1
2
∥∥XjQ+j −Gi∥∥2F ,
+
ρ(r)
2
∥∥∥∥XiQ+i −Gi + 1ρ(r)Yi
∥∥∥∥2
F
(17b)
Qˆi ← Q+i , Gˆi ← G+i . (17c)
Algorithm 1: PDD-GCCA
input : {Xi}Ii=1; K; ρ(0) > 0; 0 < c < 1; {(r), η(r)}∞r=1.
1 r ← 0;
2 repeat
3
(
{Q(r+1)i ,G(r+1)i }Ii=1
)
←
sub-solver
(
{Y (r)i }i, ρ(r), (r)
)
for (16);
4 if
∑I
i=1 ‖XiQ(r+1)i −G(r+1)i ‖2F ≤ η(r) then
5 Y
(r+1)
i = Y
(r)
i + ρ
(r)(XQ
(r+1)
i −G(r+1)i ),
ρ(r+1) = ρ(r);
6 else
7 Y
(r+1)
i = Y
(r)
i , ρ
(r+1) = cρ(r);
8 end
9 r ← r + 1;
10 until some stopping criterion is reached;
output: {Gi}
where Qˆi and Q+i are the old and new iterates of Qi, and
∇f(Qˆi) =
I∑
j=1,j 6=i
(XTi XiQˆi −XTi Gˆj)
+ ρ(r)(XTi XiQˆi −XTi (Gˆi − 1/ρ(r)Yi))
is the gradient of the smooth part of the objective as defined
before. This sub-solver is summarized in Algorithm 2.
One may have already noticed that the PDD algorithm
utilizes exactly the same ‘ingredients’ of ADMM – i.e., if
one breaks down the two algorithms into subproblems, PDD
and ADMM update Gi, Qi and Yi via solving exactly the
same subproblems. This means that PDD inherits all the
low-complexity advantages of ADMM. In fact, PDD can be
considered a variant of ADMM, which also aims at solving the
augmented Lagrangian of the primal problem while changing
the weight of the penalty, i.e., ρ, along the iterates. This way,
and along with a delicately designed updating order of the
primal and dual variables, convergence of the algorithm can
be guaranteed.
We should mention that the update of Qi in (17a) given a
fixed Gi may be performed more than once. One can carry out
the update of Qi multiple times and then update Gi. This can
effectively reduce the total number of alternating iterations
between Qi and Gi. This may not necessarily reduce the
total amount of computations, but is very meaningful when a
distributed algorithm is considered. The reason is that when the
algorithm shifts from updating Qi to Gi, all the information
about XiQi needs to be shared among the agents, which
incurs communication overhead. Although the XiQi’s are
thin matrices which are relatively cheap to exchange, it is
still good to reduce overhead via reducing the frequency of
alternating between the Qi-subproblem and Gi-subproblem.
Another observation is that if one updates Qi multiple times
until convergence of Qi and then updates Gi without going
back to Qi again (and then updates Yi), we recover the
ADMM updates if ρ is also fixed.
The PDD framework opens the door to establishing con-
vergence guarantees, but proving convergence for a particular
application of PDD, including to GCCA, is generally far from
trivial. In the next section, we present detailed convergence
analysis of PDD-GCCA.
6Algorithm 2: sub-solver
input : {Y (r),Q(r)i ,G(r)i }i; (r).
1 Gˆi ← G(r)i , Qˆi ← Q(r)i ;
2 repeat
3 ∇f(Qˆi)←
∑I
j=1,j 6=i(X
T
i XiQˆi −XTi Gˆj) +
ρ(r)(XTi XiQˆi −XTi (Gˆi − 1/ρ(r)Y (r)i ));
4 Q+i ← argminQi
∥∥∥Qi − (Qˆi − α∇f(Qˆi))∥∥∥2
F
+ λiri(Qi);
5 UiΣiV
T
i ←
svd
(∑
j 6=iXjQ
+
j + ρ
(r)XiQ
+
i + Y
(r)
i ,
′ econ′
)
,
6 G+i ← UiV Ti ;
7 Qˆi ← Q+i , Gˆi ← G+i ;
8 until max
(
‖Qˆi −Q+i ‖∞, ‖Gˆi −G+i ‖∞
)
≤ (r);
9 G
(r+1)
i ← G(r)i , Q(r+1)i ← Q(r)i ;
output: {G(r+1)i ,Q(r+1)i }
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
On a high-level, the PDD algorithm can be considered as
a judicious combination of the penalty method and the aug-
mented Lagrangian method in optimization – which are both
long-existing techniques for handling constrained optimization
problems. The penalty method ‘lifts’ the equality constraints as
a fitting penalty term to the objective function, and gradually
increases the penalty parameter to infinity, thereby enforcing
feasibility of the original problem. The penalty method works
in theory even when the problem is nastily nonconvex. The
issue is that when the penalty parameter is too large, the
corresponding subproblem is extremely ill-conditioned and the
numerical stability in practice is severely hindered. Lagrangian
methods introduce a dual variable to help expedite enforcing
feasibility, which avoids the ill-conditioning problem in the
penalty method effectively – but they usually do not guarantee
convergence when there is nonconvexity involved.
PDD can be considered somewhere in between. It employs
dual variables associated with the relaxed equality constraints
and it also gradually increases the penalty parameter ρ – but in
a much more controllable way: when the relaxed constrained
is satisfied to some extent, PDD does not increase ρ (cf. line
4-5 in Algorithm 1); when the constraints are largely violated,
then a larger ρ is used to put more emphasis on the augmented
penalty term (line 7). This way, PDD can have the ability of
handling nonconvex problems as the penalty method does, but
also use help from the Lagrangian dual method to help the
feasibility part, thereby decreasing the speed of increasing ρ –
hopefully, the algorithm will achieve a good enough solution
before ρ gets too large.
To formally prove convergence of PDD-based GCCA, we
need to check if the algorithm design and the problem structure
satisfy the convergence requirements of the PDD framework.
To this end, we first show the following intermediate lemma.
Lemma 1 The solution sequence produced by the
sub-solver in Algorithm 2 converges to the set of
KKT points of Problem (16).
Proof: There proof consists of two steps. First, the
alternating optimization algorithm between {Gi} and {Qi}
is special in the sense that the Gi’s are constrained on
orthogonal manifolds which are nonconvex. Therefore, the
classical results for alternating optimization, such as those in
[39], [40] cannot be directly applied. However, as shown in
[41], [7], the two-block structure guarantees that every limit
point of the produced solution sequence is a KKT point of
Problem (16). Second, following the arguments in [41], [7],
one can further show that all the produced {Qi} and {Gi}
are bounded – therefore, the whole sequence converges to a
KKT point of Problem (16).
Lemma 1 is important for convergence of the overall
PDD-GCCA algorithm. It also ensures that the stopping cri-
terion in line 8 of Algorithm 2 can be reached using the
proposed sub-solver. Next, as another stepping stone to
showing convergence of PDD-GCCA, we show that:
Proposition 1 Assume that min
(
L, 1I
∑I
i=1Mi
)
≥ K+12 .
Then any set of points {Qi,Gi}Ii=1 generated by Algorithm
1 satisfies Robinson’s condition.
The details of Robinson’s condition can be found in the
Appendix. This condition is a regularity condition that is
crucial for showing convergence of a PDD algorithm. Note
that Robinson’s condition is non-trivial, and verifying it is
non-trivial either – as can be appreciated in the Appendix.
According to Proposition 1, Robinson’s condition easily holds
in practice, since we always have K  min{Mi, L} – i.e.,
the number of canonical components is much smaller than the
data dimensions.
With Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, we can easily show the
following proposition by invoking Theorem 3.1 in [38]:
Proposition 2 Assume that (r) → 0, η(r) → 0 as r → ∞
and that the stopping criterion of the sub-solver involved
in Algorithm 1 is
max
(
‖Qˆi −Q+i ‖∞, ‖Gˆi −G+i ‖∞
)
≤ (r), ∀r. (18)
Then, every limit point of the solution sequence produced
by the proposed PDD-GCCA algorithm is a KKT point of
Problem (10).
Proof: With Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 in our hands,
the proof is a direct application of the result in [38] and thus
is omitted.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section we demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm PDD-GCCA and showcase it’s effectiveness
in synthetic- and real-data experiments. All simulations are
implemented in Matlab and are executed on a Linux server
comprising 32 cores at 2GHz and 128GB RAM.
A. Synthetic-Data Experiments
In this subsection we first showcase the effectiveness of
PDD-GCCA using large-scale simulations. The multiple views
are generated as follows. We assume that the views share
a common latent factor S ∈ RL×Mi which is a randomly
generated sparse matrix whose non-zero entries follow the
7zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution. Each view Xi
is generated following Xi = SAi, where Ai ∈ RMi×Mi
is a matrix that maps the shared factor to the ith view. The
density level of S and Ai is controlled such that the density
level of each view, i.e., densityi =
nnz(Xi)
LMi
, is controlled.
The number of features of each view is set to be equal for
simplicity, i.e. Mi =M .
We first test the algorithms when the views do not have
outlying features. Under this setting, we let ri(Qi) = 0
and (10) recovers the classic SUMCOR GCCA formulation;
and we adopt the recently proposed large-scale SUMCOR
algorithms LasCCA and DisCCA [8] as baselines. LasCCA
and DisCCA were shown to be state-of-the-art when handling
very large-scale and sparse mutiview data [8].
To evaluate the performance, we observe the total correla-
tion captured. Since the views share a common latent factor,
they are perfectly correlated in the shared latent domain.
Therefore, the optimal value of total correlation is achieved
when AiQi’s are perfectly aligned with each other – which
yield a SUMCOR value of KI(I − 1). We also record the
time each algorithm needs to capture 95% of the optimal cor-
relation, denoted as 95%-time. The number of observations
is L = 120, 000 and each view has M = 100, 000 features.
The number of canonical components is set to K = 5. The
parameter ρ(0) for PDD-GCCA is set to be 2. The maximal
number of iterations of the sub-solver is set to be 5. The
sequence for the primal residual is chosen to be η(r) = 100r
and c = 0.9. The results are averaged over 20 Monte Carlo
trials.
Table I shows the performance of the algorithms under
various density levels. One can see that LasCCA works very
well in terms of capturing correlations. Under all the tested
density levels, LasCCA captures more than 98% of the total
SUMCOR (which is 100 in this simulation). DisCCA also
works well when density = 5 × 10−5 and 10−4, but less
competitive when density = 10−5. PDD-GCCA has com-
parable performance relative to LasCCA in terms of capturing
correlations, but PDD-GCCA works much faster – when using
a single core implementation, it is already at least 3 times
faster than the benchmarking algorithms. This may be because
PDD-GCCA uses a primal-dual framework, and dual updates
usually help expedite convergence – while both LasCCA
and DisCCA are primal algorithms which do not employ
any dual updates. In addition, if one employs a multicore
implementation of PDD-GCCA (recall that PDD-GCCA can
be implemented distributively using I cores), the runtime
performance of PDD-GCCA is even better – as a result,
the multicore version is at around 10 times faster than the
baselines for capturing 95% of the total correlations. Fig. 2
shows the convergence curves of the algorithms over time. One
can see that the PDD-GCCA algorithm converges faster than
LasCCA and DisCCA. The multicore version of PDD-GCCA
performs the best in terms of convergence time.
We also test the algorithms when outlying features are
present in the views. To simulate such scenarios the data
are generated as follows: Xi = [SAi,Oi] + N , where
S and Ai are defined as before, N is zero mean 0.01
variance sparse Gaussian noise and Oi ∈ RL×Mo is also a
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Fig. 2: Captured correlation over time of different algorithms.
sparse matrix with zero-mean and unit variance non zero
entries – but completely uncorrelated across the views.
Mo is the number of outlying features and [·, ·] denotes the
concatenating operation of two matrices. The ‘signal part’ and
the ‘outlier’ part of each view are forced to have comparable
energy levels, i.e. ‖SAi‖F u ‖Oi‖F , so that simple energy
detection would not identify the outlying features. In this
case, GCCA has two objectives. The first is to capture the
highest possible correlation between the informative part of
the views, while at the same time to suppress the impact of
Oi. Towards this end, the `2,1 and `1 norms that promote
(row-)sparsity are employed to serve as ri(Qi). In order to
evaluate the performance of the algorithms, two metrics are
introduced as in [7]. Let Is and Io be the index sets of the
signal and the outlying columns in Xi, respectively, where
Io
⋃ Is = {1, . . . , L}. The first metric is: metric_1=∑I
i=1
∑I
j>iTr
(
Qi(Is, :)TXi(:, Is)TXj(:, Is)Qj(Is, :)
)
100
KI(I−1) , which measures the percentage of total signal
correlation captured. In our simulations, metric_1
∈ [0, 100], and a higher value of metric_1 is desired.
The second metric measures the ability of identifying
and suppressing the outlying part. To this end, we define
metric_2=
∑I
i=1‖Qi(Io, :)‖F whose optimal value is
zero and smaller values of metric_2 correspond to better
performance in suppressing outliers.
Fig. 3 shows an illustrative example when outlying features
are present. In this example, we have L = 12, 000 and M =
Mo = 12, 000. In this case, we aim at extracting K = 5
canonical components. We apply PDD-GCCA with `2,1 and `1
norm regularizations and the baselines to this case and plot the
aggregated row norms of Qi for i = 1, . . . , I . It is clear that
the regularized GCCA algorithms can effectively suppress the
outlying part.
Table II shows the performance of the algorithms using
larger views. Here L = 100, 000, and we have 80, 000
informative and 80, 000 outlying features. The number of
canonical components varies from K = 5 to K = 50.
The density level of each view is density = 10−4. The
regularization parameter λi is chosen to be 0.1. The results
are averaged over 20 Monte Carlo simulations as before. One
can see that PDD-GCCA with the `2,1 norm regularization
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remarkably outperforms the unregularized ones: it captures
more than 92% of the total signal correlation in all cases and
it successfully suppresses the outlying features according to
the values of metric_2. PDD-GCCA with `1 regularizers
also works well. This simulation also justifies our motivation
of considering regularized GCCA: When outlying features are
present, classic GCCA may not be able to produce satisfactory
results.
TABLE I: Evaluation of the algorithms; PDD-GCCA uses
ri(·) = 0; L = 120, 000 and M = 100, 000.
metric density levelAlgorithm 10−4 5× 10−5 10−5
PDD-GCCA (multicore) corr. captured 99.66 99.59 99.7995% time (sec) 6.82 6.08 7.43
PDD-GCCA
corr. captured 99.67 99.59 99.79
95% time (sec) 22.06 14.64 18.57
LasCCA
corr. captured 98.96 98.77 99.37
95% time (sec) 59.56 63.23 87.5
DisCCA (multicore) corr. captured 96.78 95.61 78.6295% time (sec) 54.24 71.37 inf
DisCCA
corr. captured 96.78 95.61 78.62
95% time (sec) 133.20 144.97 inf
TABLE II: Performance of the algorithms in the presence of
outliers.
metric # of canonical componentsAlgorithm K = 5 K = 10 K = 20 K = 50
PDD-GCCA
metric 1 27.78 28.44 29.21 29.95
metric 2 2.99 4.18 5.81 9.01
PDD-GCCA (`1)
metric 1 91.14 92.57 91.74 92.07
metric 2 0.55 0.88 1.35 2.34
PDD-GCCA (`2,1)
metric 1 92.26 92.43 94.72 95.48
metric 2 0.63 1.03 1.21 2.09
LasCCA
metric 1 37.61 40.88 39.59 39.38
metric 2 2.51 3.41 4.84 7.55
DisCCA
metric 1 18.28 18.44 17.61 17.31
metric 2 3.49 4.93 7.11 11.16
B. Cross Language information Retrieval
In this subsection we apply the proposed algorithm to
a cross-language information retrieval task to showcase the
effectiveness in real-world applications. In this task, very high-
dimensional representations of sentences in different languages
are given. The objective is to learn latent low-dimensional
representations of the sentences, which better reveal the corre-
lations of the same sentences in different languages. This task
is meaningful for query and search across languages since
searching in high-dimensional space is very costly. It also
helps machine translation [42], [43], [44].
Data: The data employed is the Europarl parallel corpus
[45] (Europarl for short). The Europarl corpus is a collec-
tion of documents extracted from the proceedings of the
European Parliament. It includes translated documents in
21 European languages: Romanic (French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, Romanian), Germanic (English, Dutch, German,
Danish, Swedish), Slavik (Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Slovak,
Slovene), Finni-Ugric (Finnish, Hungarian, Estonian), Baltic
(Latvian, Lithuanian), and Greek. Europarl provides multi-
lingual alignment in the level of sentences. Each language
presents a view, Xi, and Xi(`, :) corresponds to the `th
sentence in the ith language. Each sentence is represented by
a high dimensional bag of words vector composed with inner-
product preserving hashing [46], [47]. The number of hash
slots used is 219 which corresponds to M = 219 = 524, 288
features for each language. Seventy percent of the aligned
sentences are randomly chosen as the training set, whereas
twenty percent is used for testing. The remaining ten percent of
the data was left in case validation is needed. The results in this
paper did not use any validation during the training. The exact
number of sentences used for training and testing depends
on the languages used, since only a subset of sentences is
aligned at all languages. Further details will be given in each
experiment individually.
Procedure: We apply the GCCA algorithms to the training
data to learn Qi for i = 1, . . . , I . At the testing stage, let Xˆi
be the testing set of the i-th language. For each query sentence
Xˆi(`, :) in the i-th language, Greek for example, we retrieve
lower dimensional representation of Xˆi(`, :) by computing
Xˆi(`, :)Qi. Then all testing sentences of languages other than
Greek are projected onto the associated lower dimensional
space by computing XˆjQj for j 6= i. Cross-language sentence
retrieval is performed by selecting those testing sentences
whose projections are closest to the low dimensional query
in each language.
Evaluation: To measure the performance quantitatively, we
define the distance:
distij(`,m) = ‖Xˆi(`, :)Qi − Xˆj(m, :)Qj‖2, m ∈ T ,
where T is the index set of the testing sentences. Since
we know that Xˆi(`, :) and Xˆj(`, :) correspond to the same
sentence, we wish distij(`, `) to be the smallest among all
distij(`,m)’s for all m. Hence, for a given query language
i, we denote pij(`) the position of dist
i
j(`, `) after sorting
distij(`,m) for m ∈ T in an ascending order. If pij(`) = 1 or a
small integer, it means that the learned latent space reveals the
correlation between the `th corresponding sentences well. If
pij(`) is large, it means that there is some undesired distortion.
The precision of sentence retrieval for language j is measured
9by using the average Area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve (AROC) [48], [49], i.e.
AROC =
(
1− p
i
j(`)− 1
|T | − 1
)
× 100%,
with AROC= 100% being the best accuracy performance. The
performance is measured via averaging the AROCs over all
languages.
We also employ an extra metric to assess the use of the
proposed algorithm in this specific application. That is, we
count the frequency of Xˆj(`, :) being the closest nearest neigh-
bor (NN) of Xˆi(`, :). Specifically, given a query language i
and sentence `, if pij(`) = 1 then let w
i
j(`) = 1, otherwise
wij(`) = 0. Then, we define
NN freq(i, j) =
(
1
|T |
∑
`∈T
wij(`)
)
× 100%.
for language i and j. We present the results averaged over
all pairs of languages. Unlike the first metric that gives credit
to pij(`) > 1, the second metric only takes into account the
cases where the latent representations of sentence ` in different
languages being exactly the most correlated ones.
Results: Table III shows the performance of proposed al-
gorithms when joint sentence retrieval is attempted among
6 languages, English, Greek, French, Italian, German and
Spanish. The number of training sentences is L = 430, 816,
while the number of testing ones is Lt = 61, 545. The
vocabulary size is M = 524, 288 words. The number of
canonical components varies from 5 to 100. For PDD-GCCA
with `2,1 and `1 regularizations, the penalty parameters ρ, ρ1
are set to be equal to 2 and λ is chosen to be equal to 10−3. The
termination criterion is the total number of iterations reaching
20. All the algorithms are initialized using the lightweight
multiview analysis algorithm MVLSA in [9]. One can see that
the proposed algorithms show the best performance under
the two considered metrics. All the algorithms perform better
when K increases. In particular, the proposed algorithms
output much better nearest neighbor frequencies compared to
the baselines.
TABLE III: Average AROC and NN freq. (both in %) of
the English-Greek-French-Italian-Spanish-German joint cross
language sentence retrieval experiment.
metric # of canonical componentsAlgorithm K = 5 K = 70 K = 100
PDD-GCCA
AROC 96.89 97.63 97.60
NN freq. 10.85 59.47 61.55
PDD-GCCA (`1)
AROC 96.56 97.90 98.14
NN freq. 8.99 57.71 61.13
PDD-GCCA (`2,1)
AROC 96.56 97.90 98.15
NN freq. 9.00 57.73 61.15
LasCCA
AROC 95.70 96.61 96.55
NN freq. 6.97 48.88 50.31
DisCCA
AROC 93.05 96.61 97.42
NN freq. 2.69 40.70 50.08
MVLSA
AROC 94.20 95.17 95.02
NN freq. 3.82 30.63 31.11
Table IV shows the performance of the proposed algorithms
when joint sentence retrieval is attempted among all 21 aligned
languages. In this case the number of training sentences is
L = 134, 228, while the number of testing ones is equal
to Lt = 19, 175. The vocabulary size is M = 524, 288
words. One can see that the proposed algorithms substantially
outperform the baselines. In this case, the effect of the
regularizers is more obvious especially in terms of finding
the right nearest neighbor across languages. In particular,
when K = 100 PDD-GCCA with the `2,1 regularizer finds
the right nearest neighbor 72 out of 100 times whereas the
unregularized version of PDD-GCCA has a 5 percent lower
NN freq. performance. Part of the reason why regularizers help
is as follows. When we consider 21 languages, the number of
the aligned sentences is smaller than before but the vocabulary
remains the same. As a result, the views are represented as ‘fat’
matrices and thus the classical SUMCOR without regulariza-
tion is not a well-defined formulation. Another observation is
that, compared to the 6 view case, using 21 aligned views
improves the retrieval performance since more information is
added and processed. When K = 100 the achieved retrieval
accuracy is 99.36%, meaning that we only need to scan the
closest 0.64% of the sentences to collect the exact translation.
TABLE IV: Average AROC and NN freq. (both in %) of all
21 language joint cross sentence retrieval experiment.
metric # of canonical componentsAlgorithm K = 5 K = 70 K = 100
PDD-GCCA
AROC 97.31 98.62 98.56
NN freq. 7.49 65.88 67.48
PDD-GCCA (`1)
AROC 97.20 99.27 99.36
NN freq. 7.30 68.75 71.70
PDD-GCCA (`2,1)
AROC 97.21 99.27 99.36
NN freq. 7.31 68.77 71.72
LasCCA
AROC 95.77 97.55 97.61
NN freq. 4.54 52.90 55.32
DisCCA
AROC 93.39 95.20 94.35
NN freq. 2.20 27.18 26.54
MVLSA
AROC 93.67 95.19 94.37
NN freq. 2.35 26.94 26.29
The results in Tables III and IV are obtained via testing
on multiple languages. Another setup that is of interest in
practice is to evaluate the result on two languages. Specifically,
it would be interesting to see if learning Qi from multiple
languages could benefit translating between two particular lan-
guages. Note that the expectation of performance enhancement
compared to only training with these two languages makes
sense – since incorporating more languages (and thus richer
information and more data samples) into the training process
could benefit the testing stage, even though we are not testing
on most of the languages.
The first set of experiments considers the case where the
testing is performed between Greek and German. In this case
the number of training sentences is L = 134, 228, while the
number of testing sentences is equal to Lt = 19, 175. The
vocabulary size is M = 524, 288 words. The number of
canonical components is set to K = 70 and the algorithms
are run for 20 iterations. One can see that incorporating
multiple languages gives clear benefits – both metrics show
performance improvement along with increasing the number
of languages involved in the training stage. When the number
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of languages is large, the regularized versions of PDD-GCCA
again exhibit the best performance. Similar results can be seen
in Table VI, where the same evaluation is performed on Greek
and Finish. These two sets of experiments clearly show that
using the proposed PDD-GCCA algorithm with regularization
can help enhance cross-language sentence retrieval between
two languages by training the latent representations from more
languages.
TABLE V: Average AROC and NN freq. (both in %) of the
German-Greek cross language sentence retrieval experiment.
metric # of languagesAlgorithm 2 3 5 10 21
PDD-GCCA
AROC 98.61 98.60 98.34 98.41 98.45
NN freq. 63.65 65.16 63.85 65.27 65.40
PDD-GCCA (`1)
AROC 98.35 98.55 98.72 99.08 99.18
NN freq. 57.89 60.58 63.33 67.74 68.92
PDD-GCCA (`2,1)
AROC 98.36 98.56 98.72 99.09 99.18
NN freq. 58.01 60.66 63.38 67.76 68.93
LasCCA
AROC 97.14 97.27 97.13 97.30 97.35
NN freq. 52.49 52.92 50.54 50.94 51.66
DisCCA
AROC 97.88 97.83 97.76 96.41 96.04
NN freq. 57.02 50.04 49.49 35.82 29.76
MVLSA
AROC 96.02 95.94 95.18 94.70 96.04
NN freq. 33.68 40.57 28.61 27.22 29.77
TABLE VI: Average AROC and NN freq. (both in %) of the
Finish-Greek cross language sentence retrieval experiment.
metric # of languagesAlgorithm 2 3 4 10 21
PDD-GCCA
AROC 98.21 98.45 98.44 98.03 98.12
NN freq. 57.09 59.99 61.15 56.95 57.99
PDD-GCCA (`1)
AROC 98.13 98.65 98.83 98.91 99.01
NN freq. 53.29 58.82 60.41 62.31 63.50
PDD-GCCA (`2,1)
AROC 98.14 98.66 98.84 98.91 99.01
NN freq. 53.45 58.92 60.50 62.36 63.52
LasCCA
AROC 96.31 96.71 96.53 96.44 96.64
NN freq. 44.89 45.99 43.97 41.21 42.69
DisCCA
AROC 97.73 97.56 97.50 91.88 91.81
NN freq. 47.78 42.99 41.38 17.87 15.31
MVLSA
AROC 93.60 93.42 92.11 91.35 91.83
NN freq. 20.38 18.99 15.94 15.03 15.35
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, the regularized SUMCOR GCCA problem
was considered. A highly scalable algorithmic framework
that is based on the penalty-dual decomposition (PDD) strat-
egy was proposed to address this challenging optimization
problem. The proposed PDD-GCCA algorithm can easily in-
corporate many different regularizers to enforce structural
canonical components, and thus is very flexible. It also ad-
mits lightweight updates and low memory complexity when
handling large data. The proposed algorithmic framework is
friendly to parallel computing – the variable splitting and dual
decomposition nature of the algorithmic structure can easily
facilitate distributed implementation with limited communica-
tion overhead. Despite the hardness of analyzing convergence
properties of primal-dual optimization involving nonconvex
constraints, we have been able to prove that the algorithm
features KKT convergence assurance. Simulations on synthetic
large-scale data have been employed to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Real data experiments
on very large-scale cross language retrieval tasks, using data
from the European Parliament, were used to showcase the
advantages of the proposed algorithm in real world large scale
applications.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Robinson’s condition is a structural property of an optimiza-
tion problem in the sense that it characterizes the geometry of
the feasible set at a single point x0. A system that satisfies the
Robinson’s condition at point x0 is called metrically regular
at that point (the notions of metric regularity and Robinson’s
condition have been proven equivalent) [50]. Specifically,
consider the following system:
θ(x) ∈ Y0
x ∈ X0 (19)
where θ : Rn → Rm is a continuously differentiable function,
Y0 is a closed convex set in Rm, and X0 is a closed convex
set in Rn.
Definition 1 [50] A system is called metrically regular at a
point x0 ∈ X if there exist  > 0 and C such that for all
x˜ and u˜ satisfying ‖x˜ − x0‖ ≤  and ‖u˜‖ ≤  we can find
xR ∈ X0 satisfying the inclusion:
θ(xR)− u˜ ∈ Y0 (20)
and such that
‖x˜− x0‖ ≤ C(dist(x˜,X0) + dist(θ(x˜)− u˜,Y0)), (21)
where dist(θ(x˜),X0) measures the Euclidean distance be-
tween point x˜ and set X0.
In simple words a system is called metrically regular at a point
x0 if the distance of a perturbed point x˜ from the solution xR
of a perturbed system is proportional to the violation of the
two constraints. Although it is in general cumbersome to check
metric regularity of a system, in case of equality constraints
it becomes easier due to the following property.
Property 1 [50]: In the special case of equality constraints
θ(x) = 0, when X0 = Rn and Y0 = {0}, metric regularity is
equivalent to the linear independence of the gradients of the
constraints (∇θi(x0), i = 1, . . . ,m)
Hence, for continuously differentiable equality constraints,
Robinson’s condition is equivalent to the well known Linear
Independence Constraint Qualification (LICQ) [51]. One way
to prove the above property is by showing that the rank of the
Jacobian ∇θ(x0), defined by the set of equality constraints
θ(x) = 0, is equal to m (the dimension of the co-domain of
θ(x)).
In this line of work, the interest lies upon checking Robin-
son’s condition at a limit point {Q?i ,G?i }Ii=1 of the sequence
{Q(r)i ,G(r)i }Ii=1 generated by Algorithm 1, for Problem (11).
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The feasible set of the SUMCOR GCCA problem, written as
in Eqs. (11b)-(11c), is presented below:
GTi Gi = IK , i = 1, . . . , I (22a)
XiQi = Gi, i = 1, . . . , I (22b)
Xi ∈ RL×Mi ,Qi ∈ RMi×K ,Gi ∈ RL×K (22c)
Since the above system only involves equality constraints,
proving that Robinson’s condition holds for a limit point of
PDD-GCCA algorithm boils down to proving that the gradients
of each constraint, defined by equation, evaluated at a limit
point x0 are linearly independent.
The process of proving linear independence between the
constraint gradients is sketched as follows. First, a unified
optimization variable is defined that concatenates the vari-
ables Qi, Gi, for i = 1, . . . I . Second, the matrix equality
constraints are disassembled in a vector-scalar form and the
gradient of each constraint is computed with respect to the
single optimization variable. The gradients are aggregated in a
matrix, which is equal to the Jacobian transpose. The final step
verifies that the gradients of the constraints are independent,
i.e. the Jacobian is full row rank, under very mild assumptions
(if these assumptions do not hold, (G)CCA does not make
sense).
Now, let gi = vec(Gi) and qi = vec(Qi) for i = 1, . . . , I ,
where vec(·) denotes the column-wise vectorization operator
of a matrix. Then the unified optimization variable x ∈
RK(IL+
∑I
i=1Mi) is defined as:
x = [g1; . . . ; gI ; q1; . . . ; qI ] (23)
Considering the first set of equality constraints of problem
(11), we have:
GTi Gi = IK , i = 1, . . . , I (24)
It is easy to observe that for each i, equation (24) corresponds
to a K(K+1)2 set of quadratic and linear scalar equations i.e:
ω1i (x) = Gi(:, 1)
TGi(:, 1)− 1 = 0
ω2i (x) = Gi(:, 1)
TGi(:, 2) = 0
...
ωKi (x) = Gi(:, 1)
TGi(:,K) = 0
ωK+1i (x) = Gi(:, 2)
TGi(:, 2)− 1 = 0
ωK+2i (x) = Gi(:, 2)
TGi(:, 3) = 0
...
ω2K−1i (x) = Gi(:, 2)
TGi(:,K) = 0
...
ω
K(K+1)
2
i (x) = Gi(:,K)
TGi(:,K) = 0
For each i define a LK × K(K+1)2 matrix Ωi as:
Ωi(:, j) = ∇giωji
Ωi is the Jacobian transpose of ωi with respect to gi. So each
column j of matrix Ωi represents the gradient of ω
j
i with
respect to gi. Matrix Ωi takes the form of Eq. (25) on the top
of the next page, and is full column rank as long as L ≥ K+12 ,
which is the case in practice and Gi does not contain any
zero columns. To be more precise, observe that the first K
columns of matrix Ωi. These columns form a full column rank
submatrix, if Gi does not contain any zero columns, since any
column contains a non-zero vector at a unique place where
the rest of the columns are zero. Now, observe that the next
K− 1 columns. They also form a full column rank submatrix
for the same reason as before. Moreover the first set of K
columns and the second set of K − 1 columns are linearly
independent, since the upper L×K part of the first submatrix
contains non-zero columns, whereas the upper L × (K − 1)
part of the second submatrix is an all-zero matrix. Following
the same argument, we conclude that Ωi has full column rank,
if it is square or tall, i.e., L ≥ K+12 , and Gi does not contain
any zero columns. Note that since the proposed PDD-GCCA
keeps the set of equalities (24) as constraints (does not relax
this set of constraints), the produced Gi’s are orthogonal and
never contain zero columns.
Now, consider the second set of equality constraints of
problem (11):
XiQi = Gi, i = 1, . . . , I (26)
and let ej the j-th unit vector (ej has only one nonzero element
at the j-th place and is equal to 1). We observe that for each
i (26) corresponds to a LK set of linear scalar equations i.e:
φ1i (x) =Xi(1, :)Qi(:, 1)− eT1Gi(:, 1) = 0
φ2i (x) =Xi(2, :)Qi(:, 1)− eT2Gi(:, 1) = 0
...
φLi (x) =Xi(L, :)Qi(:, 1)− eTLGi(:, 1) = 0
φL+1i (x) =Xi(1, :)Qi(:, 2)− eT1Gi(:, 2) = 0
φL+2i (x) =Xi(2, :)Qi(:, 2)− eT2Gi(:, 2) = 0
...
φ2Li (x) =Xi(L, :)Qi(:, 2)− eTLGi(:, 2) = 0
...
φ
(K−1)L+1
i (x) =Xi(1, :)Qi(:,K)− eT1Gi(:,K) = 0
φ
(K−1)L+2
i (x) =Xi(2, :)Qi(:,K)− eT2Gi(:,K) = 0
...
φKLi (x) =Xi(L, :)Qi(:,K)− eTLGi(:,K) = 0
For each i define a MiK × LK matrix Φi as:
Φi(:, j) = ∇qiφji (27)
which is the Jacobian transpose of φi with respect to qi, so
each column j of matrix Φi represents the gradient of φ
j
i
with respect to qi. Matrix Φi takes the following form:
Φi =

XTi 0 . . . 0
0 XTi . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . XTi
 (28)
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K︷ ︸︸ ︷ K−1︷ ︸︸ ︷ 1︷︸︸︷
Ωi =

2Gi(:, 1) Gi(:, 2) Gi(:, 3) . . . Gi(:,K) 0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
0 Gi(:, 1) 0 . . . 0 2Gi(:, 2) Gi(:, 3) . . . Gi(:,K) . . . 0
0 0 Gi(:, 1) . . . 0 0 Gi(:, 2) . . . 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 0 0 . . . Gi(:, 1) 0 0 . . . Gi(:, 2) . . . 2Gi(:,K)

(25)
Moreover the the gradient of φji with respect to qi is the vector
−ej ∈ RKL×1. Consequently the Jacobian of φi with respect
to qi is the negative of a KL identity matrix, i.e. −IKL. Note
that Φi is not full rank in general. This is not an issue however
as it is shown later. Now let
θ1(x)
...
θK(K+1)
2
(x)
θK(K+1)
2 +1
(x)
...
θK(K+1)(x)
...
θ IK(K+1)
2
(x)

=

ω11(x)
...
ω
K(K+1)
2
1 (x)
ω12(x)
...
ω
K(K+1)
2
2 (x)
...
ω
K(K+1)
2
I (x)

and 
θ IK(K+1)
2 +1
(x)
...
θ IK(K+1)
2 +KL
(x)
θ IK(K+1)
2 +KL+1
(x)
...
θ IK(K+1)
2 +2KL
(x)
...
θ IK(K+1)
2 +IKL
(x)

=

φ11(x)
...
φKL1 (x)
φ12(x)
...
φKL2 (x)
...
φKLI (x)

then
θi(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,
IK(K + 1)
2
+ IKL (29)
is equivalent to the system of equations (22).
The set of gradients
∇xθi(x), i = 1, . . . , IK(K + 1)
2
+ IKL (30)
are represented by the columns of matrix Θ, which is the
Jacobian transpose of θ(x) :
IK(K+1)/2︷ ︸︸ ︷ IKL︷ ︸︸ ︷
Θ =

Ω1 0 . . . 0 −IKL 0 . . . 0
0 Ω2 . . . 0 0 −IKL . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . ΩI 0 0 . . . −IKL
0 0 . . . 0 Φ1 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 Φ2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . ΦI

Θ is full column rank under the following conditions:
1
I
I∑
i=1
Mi ≥ K + 1
2
(31a)
L ≥ K + 1
2
, (31b)
Gi do not contain zero columns ∀i. (31c)
Since in any (G)CCA problem Mi > K, ∀i, (31a) is trivial
and always satisfied. Furthermore for any (G)CCA problem the
number of observations L is always greater than the number of
canonical components K, which makes (31b) trivial as well.
Finally, the proposed PDD-GCCA algorithm always produces
Gi’s that do not contain zero columns, as explained earlier.
Thus Θ is full column rank and the set of gradients
∇xθi(x), i = 1, . . . , IK(K + 1)
2
+ IKL (32)
are linearly independent.
Consequently, under the conditions (31a), (31b) any set
of points {Qi,Gi}Ii=1 generated by Algorithm 1 for Prob-
lem (11) is metrically regular and satisfies the Robinson’s
conditions.
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